Key points to consider when studying RNA remodeling by proteins.
Cellular RNAs depend on proteins for efficient folding to specific functional structures and for transitions between functional structures. This dependence arises from intrinsic properties of RNA structure. Specifically, RNAs possess stable local structure, largely in the form of helices, and they have abundant opportunities to form alternative helices and tertiary contacts and therefore to populate alternative structures. Proteins with RNA chaperone activity, either ATP-dependent or ATP-independent, can promote structural transitions by interacting with single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) to compete away partner interactions and then release ssRNA so that it can form new interactions. In this chapter we review the basic properties of RNA and the proteins that function as chaperones and remodelers. We then use these properties as a foundation to explore key points for the design and interpretation of experiments that probe RNA rearrangements and their acceleration by proteins.